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Problem

Results

Due to Earth’s rotation, the stars and constellations
appear to move overhead and therefore become
blurred in long exposure photographs. To
counteract these ‘star trails’, a barn door tracker can
be used. When properly aligned with Polaris, a barn
door tracker synchronizes a camera to the sidereal
motion of the night sky and allows for longer
exposure shots to be taken (Seronik, 2012).

• The barn door tracker functions as intended but
does not provide a stable enough platform to
support the weight of the camera body and lens.

Star Trails and Motion Blur

3D Design and Render
• Measurements were drawn onto a 2-dimensional
plane then extruded into a 3-dimensional
component with the desired thickness

• With the added weight of the camera setup, the
tracker becomes very top-heavy and is difficult to
property align with Polaris.

• Attachment points for hardware and circuitry
were drawn and positioned in-program

• The hinge component is very loose causing
excessive vibrations in a small breeze or while
trying to aim and adjust the camera.

• Drive gears were designed and positioned to
achieve the desired 2:1 ratio to drive the
threaded rod upwards

• The tracker is able to support a lightweight lens
for wide-angle shots as seen in the image below.

• Individual components were mated together
based on their final relationships within the
assembly

• This is an ongoing projected based on field
experience and will continue to evolve.

• The digital project was then exported to a 3D
printer to be printed into a physical object

Final Assembly
• Plastic components were cleaned and fitted together
Polaris, 2016

Orion Nebula, 2018

Objective
To develop and assemble a functioning, tripodmounted barn door tracker using SOLIDWORKS CAD
software and 3D printed components.

Methods
•Initial layout using fiberboard, tape, hardware, and
electronics was done to determine style and size of
the tracker
•Basic DC circuitry was researched and
implemented to provide proper voltage to the
motor
•Components were modeled, fitted, and tested
using SOLIDWORKS 2015
•Components were printed at the Paw Print in the
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library

• Additional hardware was set in place with two-part epoxy
resin
• The tracking action of the mount was accomplished by
lifting the upper plate at the correct rate by the motor
driving a nut on a 10/32 threaded rod
• The circuit board drops the 9 volts from the internal
battery to a useable 5 volts for the DC electric motor
• An on-board potentiometer allows for precise adjustment
of voltage and motor speed
• A 2:1 gear ratio allows for a slower motor with more
torque to be used

Aurora Borealis, 2018
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• The tracker is mounted on a tripod using a 1/4”-20 nut
epoxied into the bottom of the circuit housing
• A ball head camera mount is attached to the top plate to
hold the camera
• The hinge pin is aligned with Polaris while the camera is
pointed at the desired celestial object
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